
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking for a manager, finance. We
appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for
the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered
depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for manager, finance

Support Finance Director for Emerging Business in monthly reporting,
accounting issues and forecasting for the EMB region, and in the
development of Long Range Plan (LRP) for the business
Provide training and guidance for the Finance team in order to develop their
skills
Ensuring consistent application of process across all studies from a reporting,
budgeting, and forecasting standpoint
Build and maintain intricate financial models to support internal decision
making and for assessing, valuing and prioritizing potential new and current
business initiatives
Drive operational and financial efficiencies, advise the team on key
operational issues and make recommendations to optimize business
performance
Work across company lines to track and review project costs and evaluate the
cost benefits
Develop total cost of ownership (TCO) models to predict productivity, and
capital/operating costs for various types of business functionality and
activities
Partner in the development of value-based product pricing process that
incorporates production, and distribution costs market price and competitive
factors in order to ensure that corporate margin and ROI targets are reached
Develop business cases and cost/benefit analyses for prioritization of new
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Develop and institutionalize financial models, analyses, key business metrics
that serve as a tool to drive profitable business growth, efficiency and
improvement

Qualifications for manager, finance

Knowledge of insurance (important asset)
Ability to plan and good work organization
Analytical sense and proven ability to understand complex information
Skilled at complex problems resolution
Experience in shared services is highly preferable
Minimum of 5 years of accounting experience, preferable from Retail industry


